Converging functional magnetic resonance imaging evidence for a role of the left inferior frontal lobe in semantic retention during language comprehension
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Increasing evidence supports dissociable short-term memory (STM) capacities for semantic and phonological representations. Cognitive neuropsychological data suggest that damage to the left inferior and middle frontal gyri are associated with deficits of semantic STM, while damage to inferior parietal areas is associated with deficits of phonological STM. Patients identified as having semantic STM deficits are also impaired on a number of language comprehension and production paradigms. We used one such comprehension task derived from cognitive neuropsychological data to test predictions with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) using healthy participants. Using a task that required participants to make semantic anomaly judgements, we found significantly greater activation in areas of the left inferior frontal and middle frontal gyri for phrases that required maintenance of multiple words for eventual integration with a subsequent noun or verb. These data are consistent with our previous patient studies (Hanten & Martin, 2000; R. C. Martin & He, 2004; R. C. Martin & Romani, 1994) that suggest that semantic STM is associated with the left inferior and middle frontal gyri and that deficits of semantic STM have particular consequences for comprehension tasks that require maintenance of several word meanings in unintegrated form.
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A growing number of studies support a functional and anatomical dissociation between maintenance of semantic and phonological representations in short-term memory (STM; N. Martin & Saffran, 1997; R. C. Martin & He, 2004; Shivde & Thompson-Schill, 2004). The case for separable semantic and phonological capacities was originally based on findings from patients with STM deficits that were differentially impaired in the retention of phonological or semantic information. For example, R. C. Martin, Shelton, and Yaffee (1994) and R. C. Martin and He (2004) categorized patients as having either phonological or semantic STM deficits based on their performance on a...
number of STM tasks. Patients with phonological STM deficits failed to demonstrate typical phonological similarity effects on span tasks and showed typical or exaggerated lexicality effects (better recall of words than nonwords). These phonological STM patients also performed better on a category probe task (which requires maintenance of semantic information) than on a rhyme probe task (requiring phonological maintenance), suggesting a reliance on semantic information during recall. In contrast, patients with semantic STM deficits failed to show the standard lexicality effects, suggesting that they could not employ semantic information to aid recall. Moreover, these patients performed better on a rhyme probe task relative to category probe task. Thus, it was argued that patients with semantic STM deficits are unable to accurately maintain lexical–semantic representations in STM and must therefore rely on phonological representations for short-term maintenance (R. C. Martin & He, 2004). On the other hand, patients with phonological STM deficits are unable to maintain phonological representations and instead depend upon lexical–semantic representations during recall. Similar dissociations have also been reported by N. Martin and Saffran (1997), Wong and Law (2008), and Hoffman, Jeffries, Ehsan, Hopper, and Lambon Ralph (2009).

Anatomically, phonological and semantic STM deficits also appear to be related to different patterns of brain damage. Patients with semantic STM deficits have predominant damage to the left frontal lobe (Hanten & Martin, 2000; R. C. Martin & He, 2004; R. C. Martin et al., 1994) whereas patients with phonological STM deficits have more posterior lesions involving the left inferior parietal lobe (Vallar & Papagno, 1995). Thus, our working hypothesis has been that retention of semantic information relies critically on the left frontal areas, while phonological STM is localized to areas of the left parietal lobe.

Functional neuroimaging studies of semantic STM

Several studies have attempted to dissociate semantic and phonological STM capacities using functional neuroimaging. Some studies have supported dissociable anatomical regions associated with maintenance of semantic and phonological representations over a delay period (Crosson et al., 1999; Shivde & Thompson-Schill, 2004), while others have been more equivocal (Barde & Thompson-Schill, 2002; R. C. Martin, Wu, Freedman, Jackson, & Lesch, 2003).

Crosson et al. (1999) presented short lists of words and then asked participants to judge whether a series of probe words were semantically, phonologically, or orthographically related to the initial list. Several areas showed greater activation for semantic judgements, including areas in the anterior aspects of the inferior frontal gyrus (near BA 47). For the phonological judgements, more posterior areas were activated including areas around the inferior temporal-occipital junction (BA 37). Phonological judgements also activated prefrontal areas near BA 44 and 46, but these areas did not overlap with those activated in the semantic STM tasks.

Although the Crosson et al. (1999) study used a working memory task, one cannot rule out the possibility that the differential activations in the semantic, phonological, and orthographic conditions were due solely to processing stimuli along these three dimensions rather than to maintenance of representations over a short duration. A positron emission tomography (PET) study by Collette et al. (2001) more specifically addressed maintenance of both words and nonwords by manipulating load (1 vs. 3 items). Nonwords were used because they have no semantic features associated with them and consequently are thought to rely more heavily on phonological STM. In this study, the interaction between load and the word versus nonword factor (presumably tapping semantic STM rather than phonological STM) was associated with activation in the middle temporal gyrus (BA 21) and the tempoparietal junction (BA 39—angular gyrus). However, as words also have lexical–phonological representations as well as semantic representations, it is difficult to rule out the possibility that these activations might also reflect maintenance of lexical–phonological information.
R. C. Martin et al. (2003) reported a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study examining phonological and semantic STM tasks. This study used an event-related design and specifically examined activation during a 6-second retention period and during response to a probe. Large inferior-frontal, midfrontal, and left parietal activations were implicated in STM load (i.e., in comparing maintenance of four items vs. one item) in both semantic and phonological STM tasks. The phonological STM task (in this case, a rhyme probe task) was associated with activation in left inferior parietal lobe (BA 40) and more posterior areas of the frontal lobe. The semantic STM task (which involved judging whether the probe was a synonym of a list item) also elicited frontal activation, but this activation was more anterior to the activation related to phonological STM. However, this anterior activation did not meet a strict statistical threshold when controlling for multiple comparisons, but did represent a statistical trend.

In contrast, Barde and Thompson-Schill (2002) found no differences in activation patterns between phonological and semantic STM tasks. Barde and Thompson-Schill argued that STM is organized by “process” (e.g., the type of operation being performed on given information) with no distinctions determined by “type” of material to be remembered (e.g., semantic vs. phonological information). The authors concluded that their data strongly implicate inferior frontal areas in STM, regardless of the type of information that must be maintained. However, a subsequent study by Shivde and Thompson-Schill (2004) found activation in anterior regions of the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) and the left middle temporal gyrus for judgements of semantic relatedness of two words and the left superior parietal lobe for judgements of phonological relatedness. In this study, the two words on which these judgements were made were separated by a 10-s interval. Although this task does not place a particularly demanding load on STM (in terms of the number of items to be maintained), STM mechanisms would be necessary for maintenance across the 10-s delay interval. Shivde and Thompson-Schill suggested that the activation in both the anterior LIFG and the middle temporal gyrus may reflect the operation of a frontal-temporal circuit in which the function of the frontal regions is to maintain activation of semantic representations in the temporal lobe.

Other studies, while not studies of STM per se, have demonstrated dissociable regions engaged in semantic and phonological “processing” (Devlin, Matthews, & Rushworth, 2003; McDermott, Peterson, Watson, & Ojemann, 2003; Poldrack et al., 1999). For example, McDermott et al. (2003) used a task in which participants were simply “asked to attend to the relations” among 16-item lists of semantically or phonologically related words. The words either rhymed (beep, weep) or were semantically associated (bed, rest). Although this task is not explicitly a STM task, it might be assumed that the task does require some degree of support from STM. Semantically related lists were associated with activation in the left inferior frontal gyrus in BA 47 and BA 44/45, as well as activation in the left superior/middle temporal cortex in BA 22/21. Performance on the phonological lists was correlated with activation in BA 6/44, posterior to the regions activated in semantic lists, as well as activation in BA 40 and precuneus (BA 7). These data are consistent with a frontal/parietal distinction between semantic and phonological retention in STM as proposed by Martin and colleagues (R. C. Martin et al., 2003). It is also important to note that the phonological task activated posterior regions of the inferior frontal lobe associated with phonological rehearsal and speech planning. Although this latter study did not employ paradigms that are explicitly STM tasks, it would seem reasonable to assume that these tasks make at least some demand of STM. Presumably, STM is required to maintain the meanings or sounds of earlier words to relate them to later words.

Semantic STM and language comprehension

In the neuropsychological literature, Martin and colleagues (Hanten & Martin, 2000; R. C. Martin & He, 2004; R. C. Martin & Romani, 1994) have reported that deficits of phonological and semantic STM have different consequences for language processing. For example, patients
with semantic STM deficits have particular difficulty detecting sentence anomalies when multiple adjectives must be maintained before subsequent integration with the noun they modify (e.g., “The rusty, old, red swimsuit was . . . ”; see Table 1 for additional examples). The patients had the same difficulty when multiple nouns had to be maintained until a subsequent verb was encountered to determine the noun’s role with respect to the verb (e.g., “Rocks, trees, and shrubs grew in the yard”). In contrast to their performance in what was termed the before condition, semantic STM patients were much better at detecting semantic anomalies when an incongruous adjective appeared after a noun or anomalous nouns after the verb (after condition, e.g., “The swimsuit was old, red, and rusty . . . ” or “The gardener grew shrubs, trees, and rocks in the yard”). Multiple adjectives appearing after a noun allow for immediate integration of each adjective with the noun into a proposition. Likewise, multiple nouns appearing after a verb can be immediately assigned their role with respect to the verb as each noun is encountered. Given these data, R. C. Martin and Romani reasoned that delayed integration in the before condition placed a greater demand on semantic STM.

In addition to manipulating delayed versus immediate integration, R. C. Martin and Romani (1994) and R. C. Martin and He (2004) also manipulated the number of adjectives to be integrated. Specifically, one, two, or three adjectives (or nouns) appeared before or after the noun (or verb). Figure 1, adapted from R. C. Martin and Romani (1994), demonstrates the different patterns of performance for patients with phonological STM deficits compared with semantic STM deficits on this task. Figure 1 presents reaction time data from healthy control participants who demonstrated a significant Before/After × “Load” interaction, whereby reaction times increased as a function of the number of adjectives to be maintained, but only in the before condition (reaction times for anomaly decisions were measured from the onset of the anomalous word and from the onset of the corresponding word in the sensible sentences). Figures 1b and 1c present accuracy data for 2 patients with semantic STM deficits. Apparent in patients with semantic STM deficits is the exaggerated effect of load in the before condition. While these patients are quite accurate for one adjective (near 90% accuracy for both patients), their accuracy declines dramatically when two or three adjectives must be maintained for integration in the before condition. Importantly, this effect is not apparent in the after condition. Moreover, the exaggerated effect of load (i.e., number of propositions to be maintained) in the before condition is not apparent for patient E.A., who has a phonological STM deficit (Figure 1d).

It is also important to note that when only one adjective was required to be integrated in either the before or the after condition, reaction times among healthy control participants were equivalent in both conditions. Thus, it is difficult to attribute any differences in the before versus after condition to differences in semantic processing.

| Table 1. Examples of language comprehension stimuli from R. C. Martin and Romani (1994) |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| **Sensible**                   | **Anomalous**                   |
| Adjective noun phrases         | The rusty, old, red wagon . . .  | The rusty, old, red swimsuit . . |
| Noun verb phrases              | The flowers, trees,             | The rocks, trees, and shrubs grew . . |
| and shrubs grew . .            | and shrubs grew . .             | |
| Adjective noun phrases         | The wagon was old, red and rusty . . | The swimsuit was old, red and rusty . . |
| Noun verb phrases              | They grew shrubs, trees and flowers . . | They grew shrubs, trees and rocks . . |

*Note: STM = short-term memory.*
from the different sentence constructions in the before and after conditions.

**CURRENT STUDY**

Here we used the R. C. Martin and Romani (1994) paradigm (henceforth, the “before/after” paradigm) and fMRI to test the hypothesis that semantic STM processes can be localized to regions of the left middle and inferior frontal gyri. One advantage of the before/after paradigm is that it may provide a purer test of semantic retention than previous STM studies that used slow presentation rates and required verbatim recall, which probably promotes phonological rehearsal. The use of this task allows us to examine semantic maintenance in a situation...
akin to normal language processing, in which word meanings must be maintained for later integration. The emphasis on judgements of meaningfulness should direct attention to semantic maintenance. That emphasis, plus the fact that the words were presented in a rapid fashion approaching that of normal gaze durations in reading, should discourage the use of rehearsal.

The fMRI environment necessitated several modifications to the paradigm used by R. C. Martin and Romani (1994) and R. C. Martin and He (2004). Instead of presenting entire sentences, as was the case in the previous studies, only the four critical words from the adjective–noun or noun–verb phrase were presented in order to match the number and identity of the words in the before and after conditions. For example, instead of presenting the before sentence “She saw the green, shining, bright sun, which pleased her”, we visually presented “green/shining/bright/sun”. Instead of presenting the after sentence, “The sun was bright, shining, and green, which pleased her”, we presented “sun/bright/shining/green”. Participants were asked to make a sensitivity judgement (by making a key press) based on whether the four words “go together”. Both adjective–noun and noun–verb phrases were used in the before and after conditions. Previous behavioural studies (R. C. Martin & He, 2004; R. C. Martin & Romani, 1994) indicated that neither patients nor controls showed significant reaction time or error rate differences for the two types of phrases, and, thus, we had no a priori hypotheses concerning any differences in working memory demand between adjective–noun phrases and noun–verb phrases.

Our principal concern for this study was the contrast between the before and after conditions. Based on lesion data and previously reported functional neuroimaging results, we predicted that areas of the left middle and inferior frontal gyri previously associated with increasing STM load would show greater activation in the before condition than in the after condition. Moreover, given that this task is thought to place particular demands on semantic STM, we wanted to determine whether the before condition would elicit greater activation in areas previously reported to be associated with short-term semantic maintenance. Specifically, the before condition should engage areas of the left inferior frontal lobe reported in previous neuroimaging studies of semantic STM.

Of further interest were left inferior parietal areas, which are implicated in phonological STM. Given that phonological STM deficits do not appear sufficient to cause deficits in sentence comprehension (Butterworth, Campbell, & Howard, 1986; Hanten & Martin, 2000; Waters, Caplan, & Hildebrandt, 1991) and that patients with such deficits show interactions between before/after and load that are within normal range (Hanten & Martin, 2000; R. C. Martin & Romani, 1994), we would predict that regions associated with phonological STM would not show greater activation in the before condition than in the after condition. Also, given a model of semantic processing in which STM and control processes in the left frontal areas act upon semantic representations localized to the temporal lobe (see R. C. Martin, 2003), another prediction might be that the temporal areas will show no differences between the before and after conditions. This prediction assumes that the same amount of semantic processing occurs in both the before and after conditions, but the before condition places greater demands on maintenance processes that are supported by left frontal areas. However, if frontal regions serve to maintain the activation of semantic representations in the temporal lobe (Shivde & Thompson-Schill, 2004), then greater activation might be seen in the before than in the after condition in the temporal lobe, as several lexical–semantic representations would be maintained longer in the before condition prior to their integration into propositions. Thus, we do not have a strong prediction for the temporal region, and the analyses there should be considered exploratory.

The materials were designed such that the same words appeared in the before and after versions of each item, thus ruling out item factors as contributors to any difference in activation patterns in the two conditions. However, there was no attempt to match items across the adjective–noun and
nouns–verbs) conditions on other psycholinguistic variables such as word frequency. Similarly, there was no attempt to match the degree of anomaly between the anomalous adjective–noun and noun–verb sentences. Therefore, we cannot rule out the possibility that the main effects of stimulus type (i.e., adjective–noun vs. noun–verb) or interactions between stimulus type and the sensible/anomalous dimension may simply result from these uncontrolled factors, rather than reflecting effects of theoretical interest. An interaction between adjective–noun/noun–verb and before/after conditions would, however, be of interest as it would suggest that differential working memory demands are involved for the two types of phrase.

Finally, it is possible that some brain regions would reflect an interaction between the before/after and sensible/anomalous conditions. In a previous event-related potential (ERP) study using the before/after behavioural paradigm, we obtained such an interaction, with a larger difference in the N400 between the anomalous and sensible sentences in the after condition than in the before condition (R. C. Martin, Hamilton, Potts, & Yang, 2005). As the size of the N400 is thought to reflect the degree of semantic mismatch (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980), this finding can be related to working memory in that the anomaly should be more obvious in the after condition where the memory demands are minimized. Previous studies of sentence processing have revealed a large network of left frontal, left temporal-parietal, and right orbital-frontal regions that show greater activation for processing semantically anomalous than sensible sentences (e.g., fMRI: Ni et al., 2000; magnetoencephalography, MEG: Halgren et al., 2002). Consequently, it is possible that some areas within these broad regions would reveal an interaction between before/after and sensible/anomalous conditions, with the greatest activation in the anomalous–after condition. However, such a pattern would reflect haemodynamic response associated with semantic anomaly detection rather than reflect working memory processes and is not of principal interest here.

Method

Participants
A total of 13 participants (2 male, 11 female) were recruited from the Rice University community. Of these, 1 participant was dropped from the analysis due to excessive motion. A total of 12 participants were included in the behavioural and imaging analysis. Age ranged from 18–34 years (mean = 22.6 years). Participants were screened for history of psychiatric illness and brain trauma. All participants were right-handed. Scanning was conducted at Baylor College of Medicine’s Human Neuroimaging Laboratory.

Design
A 2 (before vs. after) × 2 (adjective–noun vs. noun–verb) × 2 (sensible vs. anomalous) within-subjects design was used. For adjective–noun blocks, there were 20 trials in each of the four conditions (anomalous–before, anomalous–after, sensible–before, sensible–after). In the noun–verb blocks, there were 16 trials per condition. For the noun–verb stimuli, it was necessary to use ergative verbs that can accommodate the same nouns in the subject position for the before condition (i.e., cakes, pies, cookies, baked) and in the direct object position in the after condition (i.e., baked, cookies, pies, cakes) and maintain the thematic role of the nouns irrespective of the position in which they appear.

An event-related fMRI design with varying intertrial intervals (ITIs) of 6 s, 8 s, 10 s, and 12 s was used. Variable ITIs allow better estimation of the event-related haemodynamic response. Each participant completed a total of 4 runs, where two runs contained before stimuli and two after stimuli. Within the two before blocks and the two after blocks, one run contained adjective–noun stimuli, and the other contained noun–verb stimuli. The order of the four runs was counterbalanced across subjects.

Materials
Stimuli consisted of 40 adjective–noun stimuli and 32 noun–verb stimuli, half of which were sensible and half anomalous. All of the stimuli
consisted of four words. On the anomalous trials, the anomaly appeared in the serial position farthest from the noun (e.g., rusty/old/red/swimsuit or swimsuit/old/red/rusty)—these stimuli were adapted from previous studies using this paradigm with complete sentences (cf. R. C. Martin & He, 2004; R. C. Martin & Romani, 1994). In addition, participants were presented “filler trials” in which the anomaly appeared closest to the noun (e.g., adorable/cute/fluffy/turtle), or between the other two adjectives (e.g., adorable/fluffy/cute/turtle). The position of the anomaly was manipulated to prevent participants from merely attending to the first and last words of the phrase to make their judgement. However, in the filler trials, the same words did not appear in the before and after conditions, and thus the fillers in the two conditions differed on various psycholinguistic variables. Consequently, the data from the filler trials were not included in the behavioural and imaging analyses presented here.

Procedure
Stimuli were presented using rapid serial visual presentation with each word being presented serially for 500 ms each. At the beginning of each imaging run, participants were informed which of the four conditions they would receive. Participants then indicated whether the adjectives “made sense” with the noun (or whether the nouns “made sense” with the verbs) by pressing a button box with their left hand. The order of presentation of the adjective–noun and noun–verb blocks was counterbalanced across subjects.

Data acquisition
MRI scanning was performed on a 3T, head-only, Siemens Allegra MRI scanner (software version Syngo MR 2002B, Erlangen, Germany) at the Human Neuroimaging Laboratory at Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX. An echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence was used with an echo time of 40 ms, a repetition time of 2,000 ms, and a 90° flip angle. Twenty-six 4-mm axial slices were collected per volume, covering the entire brain for most participants. The field of view was 220 mm, and the acquisition matrix was 64 × 64, resulting in a 3.44-mm in-plane resolution.

In the adjective–noun blocks, there were 304 volumes per run; in the noun–verb blocks 244 volumes were collected per run. One high-resolution structural scan consisting of 194 slices of 1 mm was acquired at the beginning of each scanning session. E-Prime was used to present stimuli and collect participants’ responses. Participants viewed stimuli using a mirror mounted on the head coil that allowed a view of a projection screen located behind the scanner.

Imaging analysis
Preprocessing. Data were viewed and analysed using the AFNI software package (Cox, 1996). Preprocessing for each participant followed a script generated by the AFNI program afni_proc.py. Voxel time series were aligned to the same temporal origin using the AFNI program 3dTshift and the quintic Lagrange polynomial interpolation option. For each EPI run, each 3d volume from the input dataset was registered to the volume acquired in closest temporal proximity to the T1-weighted anatomical scan (the first volume of the first EPI scan) using the AFNI program 3dvolreg with the cubic polynomial interpolation option. A 6-mm full-width half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian blur was then applied using AFNI’s 3dmerge program. The data were then scaled in order to calculate the percentage signal change. The data were submitted to a deconvolution analysis using AFNI’s 3dDeconvolve program. The deconvolution analysis estimated the impulse response function (IRF) for each unique condition according to the adjective/noun, anomalous/sensible, and before/after factors, with no assumptions regarding the shape of the function. Filler trials were modelled separately. Incorrect trials were not included in the analysis.

The deconvolution analysis produced an IRF for each condition at each voxel. The intensity values for the third and fourth time points were averaged for each condition, and these values were submitted to an analysis of variance (ANOVA) using AFNI’s 3dANOVA program.
The filler trials were modelled in the deconvolution analysis, but not included in the ANOVA. The estimated haemodynamic responses were then baseline corrected such that the origin of each IRF was 0. Regions of interest (ROIs) were functionally defined based on the results of a $t$ test contrasting task (all trials regardless of condition) with baseline (viewing a fixation cross between trials).

ROI analysis

Regions of interest were defined by first identifying the most intensely activated (peak) voxels for the task versus baseline contrast, with a very conservative threshold of $t = 7.649$ ($p = .000001$) using the AFNI program 3dmaxima. When multiple peaks exceeding this threshold were separated by less than 10 mm, the centre of mass was calculated among these peak voxels, and the ROI was calculated around this centre. This resulted in 17 peaks throughout the brain.

Using a less conservative threshold for the task versus baseline contrast ($t = 3.108$, $p = .01$), significant voxels within a 5-mm radius surrounding each peak were considered to be part of the same ROI (i.e., voxels at $p > .01$ were not included in ROI analyses). All voxels within each ROI identified above were averaged at each of seven time points for each participant. A 2 (adjectives vs. nouns) × 2 (anomalous vs. sensible) × 2 (before vs. after) × 7 (time points) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for each ROI. Time was included as a factor in this analysis in order to statistically test whether differences among conditions in a given ROI occurred in responses that reasonably approximated the typical haemodynamic response.

Results

Behavioural data

Behavioural data were acquired from the participants while they performed the task in the scanner. However, reaction time data were not available for 1 participant due to experimenter error. A three-way ANOVA was carried out on the reaction times and error rates with before/after, sensible/anomalous, and adjective–noun/noun–verb as factors. In the reaction time analysis, the main effect of before versus after was significant, $F(1, 10) = 6.938$, $p = .025$; $\eta^2_p = .410$, with longer responses in the before condition (827 ms) than in the after condition (728 ms) and with 9/11 participants showing the effect in the expected direction. Mean reaction times were identical for the adjective–noun and noun–verb stimuli (777 ms) and were nonsignificantly faster for the anomalous (763 ms) than for the sensible stimuli (793 ms), $F(1, 10) = 0.977$, $p = .346$, $\eta^2_p = .089$. The only other effect to reach significance was a significant two-way interaction between adjective–noun/noun–verb and sensible/anomalous, $F(1, 10) = 5.837$, $p = .036$; $\eta^2_p = .369$, with faster times for the anomalous (730 ms) than for the sensible stimuli (825 ms) for the adjective–noun condition but with faster times for the sensible (797 ms) than the anomalous stimuli (758 ms) for the noun–verb condition. As discussed earlier, such an interaction is difficult to interpret given that these stimuli were not matched on various dimensions across the adjective–noun and noun–verb conditions. None of the other interactions reached significance. For error rates, no effects reached significance (all $p > .15$). The error rate in the before condition (10.5%) was similar to that in the after condition (11.2%), $t(11) = 0.25$, $p = .80$.

fMRI data—functionally defined ROIs

Table 2 presents the 17 ROIs that were identified. ROIs appear in order of magnitude of $t$ value used to define the ROI. Coordinates are in standardized Talairach space (RAI mm). All interactions with time are for the quadratic trend, as this term would reasonably approximate the typical pattern of the haemodynamic response. Of the 17 ROIs identified, 8 of these ROIs were located in left frontal areas. ROIs yielding statistically significant interactions of time with the manipulated variables are reported below.

Three regions in the left inferior and middle frontal areas demonstrated a significant interaction of Before/After × Time. Other significant
interactions with time were found in one ROI for the interaction of Adjective–Noun–Noun/Verb–Time and in another for the interaction of Sensible/Anomalous–Before/After–Time. Each of these ROIs is described below. F statistics for these significant interactions are shown in Table 2.

**Left frontal ROIs**
The three ROIs (ROI 10, ROI 16, and ROI 17) showing an interaction of before/after by time are depicted in Figure 2, along with their associated activation functions. (The error bars in all figures are corrected for between-subject variability as recommended by Cousineau, 2005, for within-subject designs.) For all three, significantly greater activity was observed in the before than in the after condition, consistent with our hypothesis that left frontal regions are involved in the short-term retention of semantic information. ROI 10 was located along the inferior frontal gyrus, inferior frontal sulcus, and middle frontal gyrus near BA 44 and BA 45 (coordinates, $x = -41, y = 27, z = 20$). ROI 16 was located along the left inferior frontal gyrus and sulcus (coordinates, $x = -33, y = 16, z = 27$). ROI 17 (coordinates, $x = -41, y = 21, z = 29$) was adjacent to ROI 16 along the left inferior frontal gyrus and middle frontal gyrus.

**Other ROIs showing significant interactions with time**
ROI 5 (coordinates, $x = -42, y = 29, z = 2$), also located along the inferior and middle frontal gyri, showed a significant interaction of Adjective/Noun–Time, with a larger response to trials in which adjective–noun phrases appeared than to those in which noun–verb phrases appeared, $F(1, 11) = 7.978, p = .017, \eta_p^2 = .420$. However,
as discussed earlier, this difference is difficult to interpret because the items in the adjective/noun and noun/verb conditions were not matched on various psycholinguistic variables.

Finally, ROI 13 (coordinates, $x = 51, y = 4, z = 22$), located in the right inferior frontal gyrus yielded a significant Sensible/Anomalous × Before/After × Time interaction. In the before condition, activation was slightly higher in the sensible than in the anomalous condition, but this difference was not significant, $F(1, 11) = 1.632$, $p = .228$, $\eta^2_p = .129$, for the Sensible/Anomalous × Time interaction. For the after condition, there was greater activation for the anomalous than for the sensible condition, which was marginally significant, $F(1, 11) = 4.474$, $p = .058$, $\eta^2_p = .289$, for the Sensible/Anomalous × Time interaction. Looking at the four conditions simultaneously (as shown in Figure 3), one can see that activation was greatest in the anomalous after condition, least in the sensible after condition, and intermediate for the two before conditions. Such a pattern would correspond roughly to the degree of semantic plausibility, with the sensible after condition being the easiest to integrate and judge as plausible and the anomalous after condition being the most obviously implausible. This would be the case if we assume that the short-term memory demands make plausibility less obvious in the before condition. The association of this region with semantic plausibility is consistent with previous findings (Ni et al., 2000).

Temporal ROIs

While the LIFG is thought to be critically important for the maintenance and retrieval of semantic representations, the temporal lobes are thought to support long-term semantic representations (Hodges, Patterson, Oxbury, & Funnell, 1992; Mummery et al., 2000; Pobric, Jefferies, &

Figure 2. Percentage signal change with time in regions of interest (ROIs) 10, 16, and 17 in left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) and left middle frontal gyrus (LMFG). To view a color version of this figure, please see the online issue of the Journal.
Lambon Ralph, 2007). As discussed earlier, we did not have a clear prediction for this region as some have hypothesized that left frontal and temporal regions form a circuit whereby frontal regions serve to maintain the activation of semantic representations in the temporal lobe (Shivde & Thompson-Schill, 2004). Our contrast of task versus baseline revealed one area in the left middle temporal lobe near BA 21 (ROI 2 in Table 2; see Figure 4) that exceeded threshold. Although there was somewhat greater activation observed in the before than in the after condition, there was no significant interaction of Before/After × Time, $F(1, 11) = 0.947$, $p = .351$, $\eta_p^2 = .087$, in this region.

**Post hoc ROI analyses**
Consistent with our a priori hypotheses, none of the regions reported in Table 2 that showed significant Before/After × Time effects corresponded to areas thought to be involved in phonological STM. However, to further explore the role of phonological components in our task, we identified areas associated with phonological STM in previously published research. Specifically, we were interested in left parietal areas associated with phonological maintenance (Jonides et al., 1998; LaBar, Gitelman, Parrish, & Mesulam, 1999; Vallar & Papagno, 1995) and areas that might be involved in phonological rehearsal (Ravizza, Delgado, Chein, Becker, & Fiez, 2004). Given our hypothesis that maintenance of unintegrated...
adjectives or nouns places particular demands on semantic STM but not on phonological STM, we would predict no significant differences between the before and after conditions in areas associated with phonological STM. However, these post hoc analyses must be considered with caution, given that these areas did not survive the initial thresholding of task versus baseline used to functionally define ROIs in the analysis presented above.

Parietal and frontal areas associated with rehearsal. In a review of the neuroimaging literature examining verbal working memory, Becker, MacAndrew, and Fiez (1999) identified two areas within the left parietal lobe that had been previously related to the “phonological store”—an area in superior parietal lobe (mean coordinates: \( x = -33, y = -48, z = 39 \)) and another more inferior area of the parietal lobe (mean coordinates: \( x = -52, y = -27, z = 22 \)). Becker et al. (1999) argued that the latter, more inferior area seemed to better meet the criteria for the phonological store. Moreover, the inferior area is more consistent with the neuropsychological studies of phonological STM deficits, which have reported that the supramarginal and angular gyri are related to phonological STM (Vallar & Papagno, 1995). More recently, Ravizza et al. (2004) have suggested that the more superior region is involved in general executive functions, and the more inferior region may be involved in phonological coding as it was sensitive to a verbal/nonverbal manipulation but insensitive to load effects. However, given the association of the more inferior region with specific deficits of phonological STM in patients with good speech perception and single word production, we examined activation in this region as well.\(^1\)

To examine the response of these areas to our task, we created spheres with a 5-voxel radius around the points of peak activation reported in the Becker et al. (1999) study. For the superior parietal area, there was no significant Before/After \( \times \) Time interaction, although there was a significant four-way interaction of Adjective–Noun/Verb \( \times \) Sensible/Anomalous \( \times \) Before/After \( \times \) Time, \( F(1, 11) = 5.002, p = .047, \eta_p^2 = .313 \). As discussed earlier, however, interactions involving the Adjective–Noun versus Noun–Verb factors are difficult to interpret due to possible differences in lexical factors such as frequency or differences in the degree of anomaly across these conditions. Consequently, this interaction is not considered further.

In the left inferior parietal area, which is hypothesized to be related to the phonological buffer, the response to the after conditions was actually greater than that in the before condition, although there was no interaction of Before/After \( \times \) Time, \( F(1, 11) = 0.06, p = .81, \eta_p^2 = .005 \). However, there was an unexpected three-way interaction of Sensible/Anomalous \( \times \) Before/After \( \times \) Time, \( F(1, 11) = 6.105, p = .031, \eta_p^2 = .357 \) (see Figure 5). For the before condition, there was somewhat more activation for the sensible than for the anomalous condition, but the difference was far from statistically significant, \( F(1, 11) = 0.438, p = .522, \eta_p^2 = .038 \), for the interaction of Sensible/Anomalous \( \times \) Time. For the after condition, greater activation was observed for the anomalous than for the sensible sentences, with the difference reaching significance, \( F(1, 11) = 5.043, p = .046, \eta_p^2 = .314 \). As discussed in the introduction, such a pattern might reflect the fact the anomaly is particularly noticeable in the after condition because short-term memory demands are minimal. Thus, the pattern may reflect the salience of the anomaly. However, the pattern cannot be easily explained as reflecting short-term memory demands, as the after condition should be less demanding. One possible means of

\(^1\) Ravizza et al. (2004) cite a paper by Bartha and Benke (2003) as suggesting that an inferior temporal region (BA 37) may be involved in phonological storage as this was the common region of damage across a group of conduction aphasics. However, these patients had a variety of deficits including difficulty in repeating single words (often making phonemic paraphasias) and made some errors in single word comprehension. Thus, it is difficult to tell what aspect or aspects of their behaviour was related to damage in BA 37.
linking the finding to phonological STM would be
to assume that detection of the anomaly in the
after condition led to reanalysis of the phrase,
and that this reanalysis depended on a surviving
phonological record. However, one might have
expected such reanalysis to be even more prevalent
in the anomalous before condition given that
participants might have been less certain of the
presence of the anomaly and more inclined to
reanalyse the phrase.

In addition to the left inferior parietal lobe, the
posterior aspect of BA 44 (Awh et al., 1996;
Ravizza et al., 2004) has been implicated in the
rehearsal and articulatory planning components
of phonological short-term memory. To examine
these areas, we created ROI spheres around
coordinates reported to be associated with
phonological rehearsal by Ravizza et al. (2004).
The first was centred around coordinates \( x = -46, y = 7, z = 34 \) and the second around coordi-
nates \( x = -41, y = 17, z = 36 \) (see Figure 6).
These two frontal areas are quite close to the
frontal ROIs that we have associated with seman-
tic retention (ROIs 10, 16, and 17). Thus, it is of
note that no statistically significant differences
between the before and after conditions or any
interactions were obtained in either of the rehearsal
ROIs.

**Tests of Before vs. After \( \times \) ROI**

Our initial analyses conformed to our a priori
hypotheses that the before condition would place
greater demands on regions in the left inferior
frontal lobe previously associated with semantic
short-term memory. Moreover, we predicted,
and observed, no such differences in areas associ-
ated with components of phonological short-
term memory (i.e., the phonological buffer or pho-
nological rehearsal). However, to determine
whether these differences between ROIs were stat-
istically significant, we conducted follow-up
ANOVA to examine whether the difference in
activation between the before and after conditions
in each of the frontal ROIs differed from the acti-
vation in the areas we predicted would not show
such differences. For these analyses, we computed
the mean activation across the time points \( 3-5 \) for
the before and after conditions in each ROI and
examined the interaction of Before/After \( \times \) Region.

We examined these interactions for frontal
ROIs 10, 16, and 17, the inferior parietal ROI,
the two phonological rehearsal ROIs reported by
Ravizza et al. (2004), and the temporal ROI.
The results of these analyses in term of the \( F \)
value for the Before/After \( \times \) ROI interaction and
the associated \( p \) values and effect sizes (partial
eta-squared, \( \eta_p^2 \)) appear in Table 3.

**Comparisons among three left frontal ROIs.** As
shown in Table 3, the before/after effect did not
differ significantly across the three frontal ROIs,
thus indicating that these areas responded
similarly to the working memory differences in the before versus after conditions.

Interactions among left frontal ROIs and inferior parietal ROI. A statistically significant interaction was present when comparing left frontal ROI 10 with the inferior parietal ROI; however, the interaction did not reach significance in comparisons with ROIs 16 and 17. It should be noted that the before–after difference actually went in the opposite direction for this inferior parietal region, with greater activation in the after than the before condition (mean difference in signal change, after condition = .186, before condition = .165). However, when examining the difference between the after and the before conditions, there was considerable variability among subjects—range of before – after difference = –.37 to .13; main effect for before versus after, $F(1, 11) = 0.227$, $p = .643$, $\eta^2_p = .020$—which contributed to the lack of significant interaction with the two frontal ROIs (16 and 17), which showed smaller before/after effects than ROI 10.

Comparisons among left frontal ROIs and rehearsal ROIs. The two ROIs reported by Ravizza et al.
(2004) are termed Rehearsal 1 \((x = -46, y = 7, z = 34)\) and Rehearsal 2 \((x = -41, y = 17, z = 36)\). For Rehearsal 1, the interaction reached significance for ROIs 10 and 16, but failed to do so for ROI 17 (the frontal region showing the smallest before/after effect). For Rehearsal 2, the interactions reached significance for all three frontal ROIs. Thus, these data provided strong evidence that the before/after manipulation had a greater effect on these frontal regions assumed to support semantic retention than on regions argued to be involved in rehearsal.

**Interactions between left frontal ROIs and temporal ROI.** Unlike the case for the inferior parietal region, there was greater activation in the before

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROI 16 (frontal)</th>
<th>ROI 17 (frontal)</th>
<th>Inferior parietal</th>
<th>Rehearsal 1</th>
<th>Rehearsal 2</th>
<th>Temporal ROI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 0.403,) (p = .539,) (\eta^2_p = .035)</td>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 2.18,) (p = .168,) (\eta^2_p = .165)</td>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 5.68,) (p = .036,) (\eta^2_p = .341)</td>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 8.02,) (p = .016,) (\eta^2_p = .422)</td>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 9.49,) (p = .010,) (\eta^2_p = .463)</td>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 4.08,) (p = .069,) (\eta^2_p = .270)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 0.089,) (p = .771,) (\eta^2_p = .008)</td>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 2.68,) (p = .130,) (\eta^2_p = .196)</td>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 4.81,) (p = .05,) (\eta^2_p = .304)</td>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 5.11,) (p = .045,) (\eta^2_p = .317)</td>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 1.39,) (p = .263,) (\eta^2_p = .112)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 3.05,) (p = .108,) (\eta^2_p = .217)</td>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 2.58,) (p = .136,) (\eta^2_p = .19)</td>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 6.37,) (p = .028,) (\eta^2_p = .367)</td>
<td>(F(1, 11) = 1.37,) (p = .267,) (\eta^2_p = .111)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** ROI = region of interest.
than in the after condition in this temporal region, and the difference between these conditions in the temporal region was not substantially smaller than that for ROIs 16 and 17 (see Figure 7). For ROI 10, the interaction between Before/After × ROI was marginally significant whereas for ROIs 16 and 17, the interactions were far from significance. Thus, these data do not provide a definitive answer as to whether temporal regions show greater activation when lexical–semantic representations have to be maintained in an active state over longer periods of time.

Discussion

In this study, we used fMRI to test hypotheses generated by previous behavioural work that examined sentence comprehension deficits in patients with semantic and phonological STM deficits. R. C. Martin and Romani (1994) and R. C. Martin and He (2004) found that patients with semantic STM deficits have particular difficulty maintaining several word meanings for eventual integration but do much better when sentence structures allow for immediate integration. Using a modified version of this paradigm, we hypothesized that we should observe differences in haemodynamic response when comparing the delayed integration (i.e., the before condition) to immediate integration (i.e., the after condition). Moreover, given the patterns of brain damage previously associated with semantic STM deficits, we predicted that differences in haemodynamic response should be observed in left inferior and middle frontal areas. Consistent with our hypothesis, we observed greater activation for the before condition than for the after condition in three functionally defined ROIs along the left inferior and middle frontal gyri. All three ROIs revealed significant Before versus After × Time interactions.

All three of the these functionally defined frontal ROIs were near an area reported by R. C. Martin et al. (2003) that showed an effect of STM load using a contrast of 4-item versus 1-item memory lists (peak activation, $x = -40$, $y = 9$, $z = 27$). The observation that three of the ROIs in the present analysis are near areas involved in load effects in STM provides corroborative evidence that the maintenance of unintegrated word meanings in the before condition does, in fact, place a greater load on STM processes. In addition, the ROIs reported in the present study are very near the areas reported by R. C. Martin et al. (2003) as reflecting semantic maintenance, providing further evidence that these areas are critical in short-term maintenance of semantic representations.

These data are also consistent with the observation by R. C. Martin et al. (2003) that maintenance of semantic representations produced slightly more anterior areas of activation within the left inferior frontal gyrus than did phonological maintenance. Areas traditionally implicated in phonological rehearsal did not emerge as showing significant before versus after effects in our ROI analysis or in our post hoc analyses. Moreover, the Before/After × ROI contrasts revealed significantly greater before versus after effects in the three frontal regions than the two rehearsal regions in five out of six comparisons. Thus, it appears that the differences between the before and after conditions observed in the left inferior and middle frontal gyri do not reflect mere differences in phonological rehearsal. Of course, one cannot draw too strong a conclusion concerning the role of rehearsal in this task on the basis of null effects, and it is certainly possible that a more sensitive design might reveal activations in these areas. However, it seems clear that greater effects are seen in areas related to semantic retention.

Both cognitive neuropsychological (Vallar & Papagno, 1995) and neuroimaging data (Jonides et al., 1998) suggest that areas of the left parietal lobe, such as BA 40, are also involved in verbal working memory. Again, neither the functional ROI analysis nor our post hoc analyses found any statistically significant differences between the before and after conditions in these areas. For the inferior parietal region associated with the phonological buffer (as proposed by Becker et al., 1999), nonsignificantly greater activation was observed for the after condition than for the
before condition. The only significant effect in this region was an interaction of Before/After × Anomalous/Sensible × Time, which appeared to be related to the degree of anomaly, with greatest activation for the condition in which the anomaly is most salient. It is unclear how such a pattern could be related to the demand for phonological retention.

Also of note, we found no differences in more anterior LIFG areas such as BA 47 (pars orbitalis), which have been associated with semantic processing in neuroimaging studies contrasting semantic and phonological processing (Poldrack et al., 1999). This is not surprising if one assumes that the before and after conditions do not differ in terms of overall semantic processing demands, including the amount of controlled retrieval and competition, and that it is maintenance of semantic information that differs between the two conditions.

Of further interest, the frontal areas, ROIs 10, 16, and 17, spanning areas of left inferior frontal and left middle frontal gyri, are near an area that Johnson and colleagues (Johnson et al., 2005; Raye, Johnson, Mitchell, Greene, & Johnson, 2007) have associated with “refreshing”. Refreshing is conceptualized as a basic mechanism of executive control that allows one to “reactivate” representations that were previously activated by directing attention to them. Raye et al. (2007) distinguished between refreshing and rehearsal by comparing activation when thinking about a prior word versus saying it to oneself—refreshing activated areas of the middle frontal gyrus, similar to ROI 10, 16, and 17 reported here, while rehearsal activated more inferior aspects of the left frontal lobe. From this perspective, one might speculate that the delayed semantic integration in the before condition required more “refreshing” than was necessary in the after condition, which afforded immediate integration. That this task tapping semantic STM activates areas that have also been associated with executive control is interesting, given that previous work by Hamilton and Martin (2005) have suggested that executive control may be especially important in semantic short-term maintenance.

CONCLUSIONS

We report an fMRI experiment motivated by patient data that suggests that delayed integration of adjectives with nouns (and nouns with verbs) places a demand on STM and particularly on semantic STM. When participants were required to maintain three adjectives before integration with a noun (or three nouns before integration with a verb), we found greater haemodynamic response in areas along the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) and left middle frontal gyrus. These data are thus consistent with previous patient data reported by R. C. Martin and Romani (1994) and R. C. Martin and He (2004).

One problem inherent in attempts to distinguish semantic and phonological STM is the difficulty in finding a task that fully dissociates the two processes. That is, phonological and semantic processing are obligatorily engaged during comprehension of words. One way that researchers have attempted to circumvent this problem is by using nonwords—letter strings that have no corresponding semantic meaning attached (e.g., Collette et al., 2001). However, the use of nonwords as a phonological task is less than ideal, as participants may attempt to associate nonwords with phonologically similar words that possess lexical and semantic representations. Also, nonwords are unfamiliar items and may require a great deal of cognitive effort for their maintenance. Based on the data reported here, the before/after paradigm might be a more appropriate task to tap semantic STM, given that it minimizes use of phonological rehearsal.
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